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mirror the wider historic landscape and are critical to any understanding of arts and culture in a highly pluralised 

post-apartheid environment. 

•  On the one hand there is a formal organised sector that is intellectually, emotionally, technically and 

stylistically driven by European and North American artistic experience. This is largely well organised, and 

supported by the market, but geographically confined for the most part to Cape Town, Durban and, most 

especially, Johannesburg. 

•  On the other hand, there is an enormous popular cultural sector, relatively organised and, variously designated 

as “traditional”, “African “or “indigenous” that, while embracing the entire country and its diverse peoples, is 

largely under-funded, under-commercialised and threatened by its more formal counterpart. This is in part a 

consequence of the latter’s access to capital and ability to shape tastes, styles and preferences through their 

dominance of the ideological mechanisms for cultural reproduction. Thus, the recent launch of the South 

African Traditional Music Awards (SATMA), alongside the South African Music Awards (SAMA) and Gospel 

Awards, together with the growing discourse on Indigenous Knowledge Systems (IKS) initiated and led by 

the Departments of Science and Technology, should be welcome because they have as their key priority the 

support and promotion of traditional and indigenous projects and activities, including the arts and culture.

The report discusses four key themes:

•  Public awareness of different forms of arts and culture, and the amount of time that they devote to these. 

•  Consumption and production of different forms of  arts and culture. 

• Capacitation and development within the sector.

• Funding and support for the sector.

In 2010, the National Arts Council of South Africa commissioned the Agency for 

Social Reconstruction to conduct a nation-wide study of participation in arts and 

culture. Maskibo Consultancy conducted much of the fieldwork for the project.

The research, which also includes analysis of the public’s knowledge, 

awareness and appreciation of arts and culture, was to focus on six forms of 

artistic expression. These are:

• The performing arts

• Music

• Theatre

• Dance

 • Literary events, like book or poetry readings, book fairs, etc.

 •  Crafts, such as making traditional goods, jewellery, bead-making, 

pottery, etc.

• Visual arts, like photography or painting exhibitions.

It was hoped that this would provide the National Arts Council with valuable 

insight into the sorts of arts and cultural events that different communities 

were or were not interested in, and their reasons for supporting or not 

supporting the arts. It would also help identify barriers to further support for 

and participation in the arts. 

In addition to the public survey, a wide range of stakeholders were consulted. 

These included public sector officials at all tiers of government, as well as 

people involved in both the commercial and the artistic sides of the arts and 

culture sector. It was hoped that we could supplement our understanding 

of the “demand” for arts by considering the “supply” side, and identify some 

of the obstacles to the staging and presentation of different artistic forms to 

different communities.

In the course of fulfilling our mandate, we encountered widespread support 

for the work we were doing. 

•  Virtually all stakeholders and organisations in arts and culture believe 

that it is essential that there be an open debate over the development of 

this critical sector. Many complained bitterly about the marginalisation 

of the sector over the last fifteen years. 

•  Notwithstanding the World Cup, which ran in tandem with our project 

and no doubt shaped many of the attitudes we encountered, there was 

a strong feeling that we urgently need a healthy debate not only on 

participation but also on the way to capacitate arts and culture on the 

road forward.

It was clear from the moment of project inception that South Africa consists, 

in gross terms, of two largely disconnected arts and culture “universes” that 

1 .  I n t r o d u c t i o n  &  M e t h o d o l o g y

1 . 1   INTRODUCTION
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The project was initiated in April 2010, following discussions with the NACSA about 

methodology and operational issues inherent in the work of this nature on a nation-wide basis. 

1.2 .1  Statistical Analysis

A sample survey for questionnaire administration to 1,800 persons nation-wide i.e. 

approximately 150-250 per province was drawn up. This was conducted on a face-to-

face basis in households in both rural and urban areas, from the big urban metropoles to 

isolated rural communities. The survey is reproduced below as Appendix I. 

The survey was designed to reflect the perceptions, preferences and opinions of 

respondents with diverse educational, socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds. 

The nature and purpose of the survey was explained to all respondents, who were advised 

of their right to withdraw at any point.

The final sample size, after the exclusion of incomplete surveys, was 1,778.

As far as possible, the survey attempted to reflect the demographic diversity of South Africa, 

whilst at the same time ensuring that each province was reasonably well represented.

Type of dwelling  was used as an indicator of class or economic well being. 

Whilst the single largest sub-set of the sample lived in suburban houses (42.2%), the survey 

included respondents from a wide range of informal and low-income housing.

To simplify reporting in the report, we have focussed on four categories of dwelling. Persons 

found to be living in standalone shacks or informal settlements, which are typically found 

in informal settlements, constituted the poorest subgroup of the sample. 

Frequency Percent

D
em

og
ra

ph
ic

s:
 P

ro
vi
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e

Gauteng 199 11.2

North West 184 10.3

Free State 163 9.2

Limpopo 276 15.5

Mpumalanga 156 8.8

Eastern Cape 141 7.9

Northern Cape 249 14.0

Western Cape 190 10.7

KwaZulu-Natal 220 12.4

Total 1778 100.0

D
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Frequency Percent

Shack, not in backyard (or “informal settlements”) 90 5.1

Shack in a backyard (or “backyard rooms”) 152 8.5

Hostel/compound 33 1.9

Traditional rural village house/hut 80 4.5

RDP house 314 17.7

Suburban house 750 42.2

Part of a house 120 6.7

Second house/cottage/granny flat 66 3.7

Townhouse/cluster 113 6.4

Unit in a block of flats 60 3.4

Total 1778 100.0

1 . 2  METHODOLOGY & DEMOGRAPHICS

95.6% of persons found to be living in these shacks were African. (This represents 4.8% of 

the total sample of African respondents).

Persons found to be living in backyard shacks or “backyard rooms” were typically a little 

better off, with a greater foothold in the urban economy. 80.3% of persons found to be 

living in backyard shacks were African, and 16.4% coloured.

Persons found to be living in RDP houses had higher levels of employment than their 

counterparts in shacks. 84.7% of persons found to be living in RDP houses were African 

and 12.4% coloured.

The category, suburban houses, was found to cover a very wide range of housing, from 

upmarket established suburbs to low-income townships, and was considered too general 

to make accurate assumptions about class and income status. 

The fourth category comprised townhouse complexes or clusters. This was primarily 

middle class urban South Africa. 38.3% of the sample were black Africans and 28.3% whites, 

which is a welcome reminder of the danger of conflating class and racial background.

The survey included all population groups, roughly in keeping with the national distribution. The 

slightly higher number of coloured respondents is due largely to the Northern Cape sub-group.

D
em

og
ra
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ic

s: 
 

Po
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up

Frequency Percent

Black African 1479 83.2

Indian 62 3.5

Coloured 133 7.5

White 90 5.1

Other 14 .8

Total 1778 100.0

Roughly equal numbers of male and female respondents were surveyed.

D
em

og
ra

ph
ic

s:  

G
en

de
r

Frequency Percent

Male 881 49.6

Female 897 50.4

Total 1778 100.0

The sample was designed to include a reasonably large sub-set from each age group. 
This was achieved for all age groups up to 65.

D
em

og
ra

ph
ic

s:
  A

ge

Frequency Percent

18 - 24 406 22.8

25 - 30 281 15.8

31 - 35 285 16.0

36 - 45 392 22.0

46 - 55 262 14.7

56 - 64 112 6.3

65+ 40 2.2

Total 1778 100.0

The sample reflected a good spread of educational levels.

D
em

og
ra

ph
ic

s: 
 

Ed
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at
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n 
le

ve
l

Frequency Percent

No schooling 244 13.7

Some primary 44 2.5

Complete primary 71 4.0

Some secondary 381 21.4

Grade 12 / Std 10 533 30.0

Higher 505 28.4

Total 1778 100.0
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Roughly equal numbers were employed and unemployed, with a reasonable sample of 

scholars/students.

Frequency Percent

D
em

og
ra

ph
ic

s:
  E

m
pl

oy
m

en
t s

ta
tu

s

Employed 598 33.6

Unemployed 559 31.4

Scholar or student 300 16.9

Home maker / housewife 73 4.1

Pensioner or retired person / too old to work 65 3.7

Unable to work due to illness or disability 29 1.6

Seasonal worker not working presently 58 3.3

Does not choose to work 15 .8

Could not find work 55 3.1

Not applicable 26 1.5

Total 1778 100.0

1.2.2 Qualitative Analysis:

To supplement and enrich the survey, detailed interviews were conducted with both the 

producers and consumers of various components of the arts and culture sector. These 

interviews comprised 

•   consumers of the arts (audiences), 

•   persons involved in both the recreational and the professional production of artistic 
events and products, and

•   national, provincial and municipal level officials responsible for the regulation and 
promotion of the arts. 

The most prominent organisations and individuals with whom we conducted interviews 

are listed in Appendix II.

Three points should be made at the outset:

The qualitative interviews were disproportionately conducted in Gauteng and the 

Western Cape in a manner that reflects the high levels of cultural activity in these two 

provinces’ urban centres, especially Johannesburg and Cape Town.

Gauteng, in particular, provides the lead indicators because of its sheer economic 

predominance, its home to the major organisations on the arts and culture scene, and the 

role of its geographic density in assisting the implementation of policies and projects. This 

applies to both the recreational and the professional staging of arts and culture events. 

The statistical surveys include appropriate representation of relatively under-developed 

and isolated rural areas whose arts and cultural existence functions on a virtually 

different plane.

The study is not meant to be an abstract sociological discursion into the meaning 

of art and culture in a society well into the transition from racial authoritarianism to 

pluralist democracy. 

The report is meant to be analytical, critical and to pinpoint areas for improvement in 

arts and culture development, which need to be brought to the attention of the National 

Arts Council. We recognise the diversity of the sector and the fact that there are many 

successes that can be registered. These are contained in many reports, most notably the 

Annual Reports of the Department of Arts and Culture as well as those of the provincial 

arts and culture bodies.
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(42.7%), mainly in the Limpopo province where this festival is held, 

had heard of the festival.

Awareness correlated closely with language or ethnicity. For example, 

whilst only 13.5% of the total sample had heard of the Aardklop festival, 

39.7% of Afrikaans speakers were aware of the festival.

The discussion above refers to awareness of major arts and cultural 

festivals with a provincial or national reach. When we asked 

respondents to consider the particular community in which they 

lived, we found, similarly, that people were relatively unaware of local 

events, although this varied considerably according to the art form.

Whilst most respondents were aware of music events (56.7%) but 

were not as aware of   dance events (43.8%) in their communities, far 

fewer were aware of the other art forms considered.

A
w

ar
en
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 a

rt
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e 
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y 
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u 
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e 
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Yes No

Music events 56.7 43.3

Theatre events 6.2 93.8

Dance events 43.8 56.2

Literary events 3.2 96.8

Crafts events 15.7 84.3

Visual arts 5.1 94.9

Baseline knowledge of the arts in the minimal sense of “what-occurs-where” is still relatively 

limited. For the most part, this is because of widespread illiteracy, poor education, sub-

optimal communication and, some commentators add, the lack of a “reading culture” in 

the general population, especially among the youth. 

While there is a high level of ownership of cheap digital technology, especially cellular 

phones, most communicable information concerns private issues rather than public events. 

This is true even in the urban areas where exposure to data flow on a regular basis vastly 

supersedes that in more rural settings. Here, arts and culture information depends largely 

on radio, inter-personal communication, posters and billboards.

Knowledge about high-visibility large-scale public events varied significantly across the 

country. The most widely known arts event was the Macufe festival in Mangaung and the 

least well known was Aardklop Nasionale Kunstefees in Potchefstroom.

A
re

 y
ou

 a
w

ar
e 

of
:

Yes No

Grahamstown Arts Festival 45.1 54.9

Aardklop 13.5 86.5

Cape Town International Jazz Festival 50.5 49.5

Macufe: Mangaung African Cultural Festival 74.4 25.6

Mapungubwe Arts Festival 38.6 61.4

Moretele Park Jazz Festival 57.6 42.4

Calabash Arts Festival 23.7 76.3

Knowledge of specific arts events correlated closely with population group and class. In 

general, the better off sectors of the population, and those living in higher categories of 

dwelling were far more aware of arts events than their less well-off counterparts.

Race is a significant predictor of awareness. With the exception of the Moretele Park Jazz 

Festival, the white population was significantly better informed about major arts and 

culture events than their black African counterparts. Coloured and Indian knowledge of 

arts and culture events tended to be higher than black African knowledge. (We are not 

able to account for this exception.)

Using type a of dwelling as a proxy for class, we find an interesting correlation between 

class and awareness generally, and between class and awareness about different types 

of art events. In general, the better off sectors of the population tended to have higher 

awareness levels overall.

Thus, we found, for example, that 82.2% of the sample living in townhouses (the most 

affluent section of the sample) and 50.2% of the sample living in formal suburban housing 

had heard of the Grahamstown Arts Festival. This compared to only 12.2% in traditional 

huts (the most rural section of the sample) and 28.2% in shacks or informal settlements. 

This correlation between class and awareness is to large measure a reflection of the 

“highbrow” “educated” type of arts with which the festival is rightly or wrongly associated.

Awareness of the Mapungubwe Festival, by contrast, was much higher amongst the less 

affluent and less urbanised sectors, even to the point that more people in traditional huts 

2 .  K N O W L E D G E  &  A P P R E C I AT I O N  O F  T H E  A R T S

2.1   KNOWLEDGE
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Roughly equal percentages of male (63.6%) and female (65.8%) respondents had exposure 

to arts at school. 

Within population groups, those who attended historically white schools (78.7%) were 

significantly more likely to be exposed to arts and culture subjects at school.

There was a direct correlation between quality of dwelling (an indicator of class) and 

likelihood of exposure to arts at school. Whilst only 58% of persons living in shacks/informal 

settlements had exposure to arts at school, an overwhelming 77.1% of respondents living in 

townhouses or cluster houses had the same exposure.

Those in formal employment were more likely to have been exposed to arts and culture 

(67.0%) than the unemployed (60.4%). Those currently at school (74.0%) were considerably 

more likely to be exposed to arts and culture.

In summary: Whilst almost two-thirds of respondents had some exposure to arts and 

culture subjects at school, the extent of this exposure varied. This came through very 

strongly in the interviews, the quality of exposure varied enormously. In some schools, 

and notably former white schools, learners are privileged to have dedicated arts facilities 

and qualified teachers able to familiarise learners with a wide range of art forms and 

disciplines. In others, exposure was at best rudimentary, typically to local craft forms. Art 

history is almost entirely the preserve of former white, model-C and private schools.

Outside the urban middle class, who are disproportionately white, relatively well off, and 

have had the advantage of a quality education, it appears that the education system 

has failed to inculcate an early association of young children and adolescents with such 

subjects as music, arts, drama or “handiwork” (crafts). This has major implications for arts 

appreciation, participation, and, as we shall see, recruitment into the creative industries. 

“Bantu education” placed very little value on exposure to the arts in general; although 

it did often focus narrowly on local craft forms through what were termed “hand work 

periods” where learners were required to craft amongst others wooden spoons and make 

clay products such as pots and birds. This segregated form of education did not offer 

training in arts and culture, or see this as important for what one architect of apartheid 

termed “the hewers of wood and drawers of water”. One consequence of this is that there 

was limited attempt to encourage arts and culture until 1994. Another consequence is 

that older historically disadvantaged persons tend to see arts and culture development 

as marginal to their ongoing key concerns with housing, jobs and service delivery. Post-

apartheid education has, however, also experienced difficulty in marketing arts and culture 

at secondary school level since 1994 with the dawn of the new democratic dispensation. 

This is because arts and culture have had to compete with subjects that parents perceive 

to be more vocational or marketable.

A broad-based arts appreciation has been constrained among the younger generation 

who are mostly offered a “watered-down” version of arts and culture, which is taught in 

some schools by a single teacher responsible for all the modes of artistic expression. Many 

of our younger respondents associate arts and culture almost exclusively with public 

spectaculars, e.g. the opening of the World Cup concert.

Education systems are critical to growing arts and culture, but this appears to have eluded 

the majority of historically disadvantaged schools, which lack a heritage of formalised 

artistic appreciation and the capacity to build greater linkage between general and 

cultural education. 

Curricula development in arts and culture is, in principle, quite reasonable. Unfortunately, 

the implementation of these plans comes up against the hard fact that most education 

Unfortunately, most communities outside the main urban areas have a limited menu of 

possibilities, other than highly informal events of an artistic or cultural nature. These take 

place, largely spontaneously, in places of public gathering, from transportation hubs to 

shebeens and a few “clubs” to weddings and other community social occasions.

There are very few fully functional community arts centres, especially in rural areas, which 

limit further local audience access to the major art forms. 

The majority of state supported community arts centres have failed because of an inability 

to implement sustainable programmes at the grassroots level. The vast majority of these 

facilities mainly stand idle or in a state of disrepair. 

These centres are often poorly run, and directors are normally no more than caretakers 

who try to maintain the premises. 

Places like the Sibikwa Centre in Benoni, the Ipelegeng Community Centre in Soweto and 

the Young Arts Development Centre in the Western Cape are important exceptions that play 

a valuable role in transmitting knowledge about the arts to underprivileged communities.

Our survey and interviews confirm that most people appreciate the arts, and believe that 

they make a contribution to personal, community and national development. However, 

they do not necessarily understand the arts. When questioned on the nature of arts and 

culture, many people are very vague.

This is especially the case with respondents who have limited formal education and who 

failed to “connect” with arts and culture during their early school careers.

On the whole, almost two-thirds (64.7%) of the respondents had some exposure to arts 

subjects at school, although it is clear that the extent and quality of this early experience 

differed considerably. One senior official pointed out that “arts teachers” at high schools 

were invariably former Afrikaans-language or religious-instruction teachers who had been 

redeployed into the schools’ Arts department’s without any formal training in the arts.

Whatever our concerns about its quality, it is important to note the significance and 

extent of school-level exposure to arts and culture. This provides an opportunity for the 

development of the arts and culture “market”, and it is hoped that improvements in the 

educational system will support this in years to come.

Exposure varied from a high of 74.1% in Limpopo and 70.4% in the Western Cape to a low 

of 56.1% in the Eastern Cape.

D
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l GP NW FS LP MP EC NC WC KZN Total

Yes 65.3 67.9 58.9 74.1 67.3 56.1 58.4 70.4 59.5 64.7

No 34.7 32.1 41.1 25.9 32.7 43.9 41.6 29.6 40.5 35.3

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

2.2  APPRECIATION
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needs and security and devoting resources to arts and culture. This is especially true in 

the lower socioeconomic categories and the poorer areas of the provinces.

We must be careful not to overstate this point, however, or forget that a full 86.8% of the 

sample felt that arts and culture promoted nation-building. This is clearly reflective of the 

potential that people see in arts, a potential that is hidden but not completely obscured 

by the struggle for basic necessities.

It is interesting to note that significantly more blacks (87.6%) than whites (79.4%) felt that 

arts promoted nation -building.

Lastly, the fact that 83.1% of respondents agreed with the statement that arts and culture 

“improve you as a person” bears out this acceptance of the potential for the arts to assist 

personal self-actualisation. 

This is an important point, which bears out the significance of arts and culture to the 

development of South Africa.

2.2.2 Spending Time On Arts And Culture:

When asked, “If you have a free afternoon or evening, what would you prefer to do with 

this time” we found that almost half (47.7%) said they would prefer to spend their time 

watching TV/Movies or listening to music.

Le
is

ur
e 
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ef

er
en
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GP NW FS EC MP EC EC EC KZN Total

Sports 29.1 21.5 26.4 24.9 26.2 16.5 28.6 23.6 14 23.6

Pub/shebeen 10.1 16.9 18.4 10.3 8.1 4.5 11.1 11.5 11 11.4

Movies/TV/Music 43.6 55.4 42.9 41 51.7 59.4 33.6 48.9 61 47.7

Play 17.3 6.2 12.3 23.8 14.1 19.5 26.7 15.9 14 17.3

As the table above shows, preferences varied between provinces. The most important 

indicator of leisure preference was, however, gender. As the table below shows clearly, 

men were considerably more likely to prioritise sports (32.8%) or the pub/shebeen (15.8%) 

than women. Similarly, women were more likely to choose more mentally challenging 

activities, including watching plays or cultural events (21% as compared to 13.6% of men).

The Indian community in our sample was the most likely to prioritise plays or cultural 

events (43.1%). Significantly, Indian females (48.1%) were the group most likely to express 

a preference for plays or cultural events. We are not able to account for this level of 

preference for staged cultural events.

On the whole, the findings on leisure time preferences are important. We were not surprised 

to find that watching TV or listening to music were preferred Saturday afternoon activities. 

The fact that one in six respondents (17.3%) actually preferred to see a play was higher than 

we expected, and is perhaps indicative of the latent demand for arts in many communities.

authorities, in all nine provinces, do not see arts and culture as an urgent priority in a 

whole system that is structurally challenged, in both urban and rural areas.

•   Arts and culture teaching does not enjoy the same prestige in an educational 

system that emphasises “hard” subjects such as science or mathematics.

•   One consequence is that less capable learners are often “pushed” to take arts and 

culture, which the school then treats as a soft subject for weaker students.

•   With the exception, of the advantaged schools that are able to offer meaningful 

courses in these subjects, arts and culture teachers in the public sector often lack 

pedagogical capability.

There needs to be far more engagement between arts, culture and education departments 

at national and provincial levels of government in support of enhanced artistic appreciation. 

Even then, it is unlikely that arts and culture will enjoy significant priority at South African 

schools. Public perceptions are tainted by experiences of poverty, joblessness and 

shortfalls in critical community services, and this does not encourage the dedication of 

resources to the teaching of arts and culture.

2.2.1  The Relative Significance Of Arts And Culture:

To test how respondents viewed the relative significance, of arts and culture for their lives 

we posed a series of six questions to respondents.

D
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? Agree Disagree

Arts and culture is boring 10.9 89.1

Arts and culture promote nation-building 86.8 13.2

Arts and Culture is less important than a good job 47.2 53.2

Arts and culture is only for the rich people in society 18.1 82.1

Arts and cultural activities improve you as a person 83.1 17.1

Arts and culture is only important for people with lots of spare time 35.9 64.8

It was gratifying to find out that only a minority of respondents (10.9%) felt that arts and 

culture was boring or “a waste of my time and money.” The highest number of respondents 

agreeing with this sentiment was found in Gauteng (19.6%) and the Northern Cape (15.1%). 

Even these percentages are significantly lower. There were no significant differences 

between male (10.0%) and female (11.7%) support for this sentiment.

Here, there is a clear correlation between economic status or class position and attitude 

to the arts. When we break responses to this statement down by dwelling (an indicator 

of class), we found that whilst only 8.9% of those in townhouses/clusters and 5.9% in 

suburban houses generally supported this sentiment, a full 19.5% of persons in shacks/

informal settlements and 25.2% in backyard shacks felt that arts and culture were boring. 

The greater degree of material security, the less likely a respondent was to find arts and 

culture to be a waste of their time and money.

This can be understood within the framework of Maslow’s famous hierarchy of human 

needs, which distinguishes between physiological and security needs (e.g. shelter, 

security) and self-respect and self-actualisation needs (e.g. sense of personal worth and 

fulfilling one’s potential). 

It is assumed that arts and culture play an important role in realising these latter needs, 

as they help people to become more aware of the world around them and encourage 

creativity that goes hand in hand with the development of post-material capabilities. 

The third statement (“Arts and culture are less important than a good job”) points directly 

to this tension between material and post-material needs. The fact that almost half (47.2%) 

the respondents agree needs to be understood in the context of the tremendous poverty 

and struggle for basic security and material needs in South Africa. 

In summary: it was not surprising to find that a substantial proportion of the sample were 

aware of the tension between devoting resources to the satisfaction of basic material 
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GP NW FS LP MP EC NC WC KZN Total

Unimportant 3.7 .5 .6 2.6 3.6 5.3 1.1 4 2.5

Neutral 23.6 39.5 12.3 11.4 13.6 30.7 18.9 15.6 35.5 21.9

Important 72.8 60.0 87.0 86.1 86.4 65.7 75.8 83.3 60.5 75.6

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

This sentiment should be considered in light of the fact (discussed above) that 86.8% of 

respondents thought that arts and culture were “good for nation-building”, a view that we 

regarded as indicative of the latent potential of the arts.

In order to learn more about why people who attend arts and culture events did so, we 

asked them to identify their main reason for doing so.

Not surprisingly, the main reason for doing so was entertainment (44.3%), although this 

varied from 20.4% in the Eastern Cape to 53% in the Northern and Western Cape.
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GP NW FS LP MP EC NC WC KZN Total

Entertainment 48.2 44.5 41.6 50.0 40.3 20.4 53.6 53.5 35.5 44.3

To learn 23.5 24.7 19.9 25.6 33.8 32.1 26.4 23.2 34 26.9

To meet other people 15.9 9.9 16.1 9.3 11.7 25.5 8.1 18.4 16 13.8

To support the artists 12.4 20.9 22.4 15.2 14.3 21.9 11.9 4.9 14.5 15.0

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Males were significantly more likely to cite entertainment as their main reason for 

attending arts events (49.0%, compared to 39.7% for women).

Of the six arts and cultural activities considered, music was regarded by most respondents 

(85.2%) as “important for me personally.”  Theatre, crafts and the visual arts were the least 

likely to be rated “important.”
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Unimportant Neutral Important

Music events 2.5 12.3 85.2

Theatre events 12.7 32.5 54.8

Dance events 8.9 27.9 63.2

Literary events 6.3 23.9 69.8

Crafts events 14.9 32.3 52.7

Visual arts 14 31.7 54.4

There were no significant differences in the way that men and women valued the 

importance of music, theatre, literary events and the visual arts.

Women were significantly more likely to state that dance was important to them personally 

(67.5%, compared to 58.8% of men). This is true for all population groups, except the Indian 

community. (We were very surprised by this finding.)

Similarly, women were significantly more likely to see crafts as important to them 

personally (56.5% as compared to 49.0% of men). This difference is especially marked in 

the coloured community, where crafts are considered important personally by 63.8% of 

women and only 35.7% of men.

The Indian community was particularly unlikely to rate theatre as important to them 

personally (40.8%, compared to the average of 54.9% for all groups and 63.6% for whites).

Similarly, the Indian community were significantly less likely to cite dance as important 

to them personally (51.0% compared to the average of 63.2% and 71.4% for whites). Indian 

women in particular do not see dance as important to them. 

Only the white (75.5%) and Indian (69.4%) communities regarded visual arts as 

particularly important to them (compared to the average of 54.5%). In large measure, 

this is a consequence of class. Thus, we found that only 42.3% of backyard shack dwellers 

found the visual arts important, compared to 62.9% of persons living in townhouse 

complexes or clusters. The cost of acquiring artworks is surely a factor that helps to 

account for this discrepancy.

Lastly, we considered the relative importance of arts and culture to South Africa in general.

Here, we found that three-quarters of respondents thought that the arts were important 

for South Africa. Indeed, it was only in the North West (60%), Eastern Cape (65.6%) and 

KZN (60.5%) that this sentiment was less widely shared, even though these statistics 

remain relatively higher.  
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Popular attitudes towards music, for example, are largely shaped by what people encounter on 

mass media such as radio and TV. What people choose to view and listen to is in turn determined 

by political agendas (e.g. in the case of the SABC, the quota system used for broadcasting), by 

the market interests and, to a degree by the pre-determined tastes of advertisers and producers 

that are then represented as public choices. This has major implications for what eventually 

appears in the public arena and the preference patterns of consumers.

Local community and cultural experiences help shape consumer preferences. The 

audience, for opera and ballet, for example, remains largely white and upper class and will 

continue to do so unless adaptations are made which cater to more popular inclinations. 

3.1.1  Music

The tradition of gospel singing can be married to European opera, as has been 

demonstrated by, the State Theatre and the Cape Town Opera House. The public 

appearance of a small but growing body of domestic opera stars such as Pretty Yende – 

who featured in the closing ceremony of the World Cup – is likely to heighten awareness 

and appreciation for opera beyond a small group of dedicated supporters. Gospel music 

and choirs in schools, communities and Christian churches enjoy great popularity as 

evident from the well sponsored national choir competition programmes such as by the 

Transnet Foundation. Artists like Rebecca Malope; well known as the queen of gospel, as 

well as African Independent churches have however also developed a massive following 

for their particular brand of indigenous African gospel. 

Despite the success of artists like Brenda Fassie, Yvonne Chaka Chaka and Mafikizolo, 

many young local pop artists still draw inspiration from European and North American 

rather than African sources in order to achieve commercial viability. Most consumers of 

this genre incline to contemporary overseas products and genres such as hip hop and 

house music, which has in recent times overtaken the indigenous kwaito genre. Despite 

evident signs of change (e.g. hip hop which enjoys both white and black audiences), race 

factors still shape styles and audiences on what is a disorganised and complex landscape 

that remains to be fully integrated. An example here is rave/rock music and kwaito music 

which still greatly appeal to white and black audiences respectively.   

3.1.2  Dance

Dance has been described as the “heartbeat” of South Africa and takes place in many formal 

and informal venues including shebeens, streets and stadiums. Consumers of the arts are 

increasingly attracted to the new wave of choreographers who make strong reference to 

tradition and personal experience from the black perspective. Dance is part of the curriculum 

in some schools and independent companies such as the Vuyani Dance Theatre Project, 

Jazzart and Moving Into Dance are important vehicles for training and audience development.

It is clear that South Africans are not major consumers of the arts. This is an unfortunate 

finding given the fact that overwhelmingly, respondents recognised the arts’ importance 

to nation-building. With the exception of music events, fewer than half the respondents 

surveyed had personally attended any of the six forms of arts and culture considered in 

the past year.
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Last month Last year

Music events 18.5 52.0

Theatre events 7.3 16.9

Dance events 27.8 31.1

Literary events 9.5 16.7

Crafts events 14.9 18.7

Visual arts 10.9 12.5

This is especially significant in geographically isolated settings, such as rural areas, where 

people have to move to a nearby or even distant town in order to satisfy their artistic 

aspirations. One of the major reasons that people do not consume artistic and cultural 

products outside such concentrated areas as Gauteng, the Western Cape, the Durban-

Pietermaritzburg complex or the areas neighbouring the major towns is simply because 

of the hassle, logistics and expense involved in acquiring physical access.

The most widely “consumed” art forms were popular magazines, music CDs and DVDs. 
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Monthly Yearly

Books (not magazines) 7.9 20.3

Magazines (not books) 31.4 14.4

CDs / music 42.3 20.2

DVDs 30.7 22.0

Art crafts (e.g. weaving, pottery) 5.8 25.4

Paintings 2.8 21.2

Video or computer games (e.g. play station) 6.7 22.5

Books are clearly not widely read in South Africa. A lot of work needs to be done to develop 

a reading culture. This shortfall is amplified by failures across the educational system, and 

the large numbers of adults who remain functionally illiterate.

Magazines are more widely read, although this should not in any way be confused with 

the fostering of a reading culture. Similarly, CDs and DVDs are widely consumed, again 

testament to the importance of “popular culture” as a driver of the arts. 

As was made recurrently apparent in our interviews, patterns of consumption are also 

evidently related to forms and intensity of exposure. 

3 .  P A R T I C I P AT I O N :  R E C R E AT I O N A L 
C O N S U M P T I O N  &  I N D U S T R I A L  P R O D U C T I O N

3. 1   CONSUMPTION
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GP NW FS LP MP EC NC WC KZN Total

Time 17.8 24.4 13.4 17.7 16.5 16.6 36 33.1 22 21.8

Transport 8.5 8 14.6 24.3 9.4 20.2 14.6 23.1 35.5 18.7

Price 25.4 26.8 32.9 13.2 30.2 25.2 20.2 24.4 26.9 24.1

Language 5.9 1.4 2.4 7.0 2.2 15.3 10.1 10.0 4.3 6.5

Availability 34.7 27.2 29.3 29.2 30.9 17.2 10.1 7.5 9.1 21.8

Accessibility 1.7 0.4 4.3 1.8 2.2 0.5 1.1

Relevance 5.9 12.2 7.3 8.2 6.5 3.7 6.7 1.9 1.6 6.2

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

As was expected, material barriers to entry were highlighted. These include a lack of time (21.8%) 

and transport (18.7%), the high cost of attending (24.1%) and a lack of availability in the areas in which 

respondents lived.

At the same time, we were surprised at the relatively low numbers of respondents who identified 

political barriers to entry. Only a minority cited language (6.5%), relevance (6.2%) and accessibility 

for uneducated people (1.1%) as major obstacles. This is significant, and to some extent counters the 

argument widely articulated in some sectors that the “elite” English-language based arts are themselves 

to blame for excluding less well off and less educated communities. Our data, by contrast, points to a 

latent demand for arts (see the discussion above) and also to material rather than political obstacles 

to the realisation of this demand. Indeed, accessibility (“arts and culture are only for rich people”) was 

not even cited as a reason for not attending arts and culture events in three of the provinces. 

At the same time, it is clear that, outside the popular sector, too few arts and culture events involving 

verbal expression are not held in the vernacular languages. While many of our respondents are 

gravitating to the use of English as the lingua franca for social transactions, the widespread absence 

of its use as a home language impacts negatively on the optimal use of many cultural products. 

This includes dance, music, literature and even visual arts where representation is associated with a 

message and conception.

3.1.3  Visual Arts

The visual arts are becoming more prominent, and there are increasing numbers of 

South African artists on an international stage because of growing interest over the 

last few years in the African Diaspora. The number of galleries, especially commercial 

galleries, in South Africa has increased since 2000, despite being heavily concentrated 

in the major urban areas, and there is far more public support for individual artists. 

3.1.4  Literature

Sadly, the dedicated reading public remains very small. This is mainly because of the low 

levels of literacy and education in South Africa. It is also (and this is an international trend) 

because of competition from television and film.

Despite this, a new generation of writers is emerging to develop contemporary literature, 

and to give voice to local and particularly ordinary black experiences. This holds the 

possibility of attracting a wider South African audience.

3.1.5  Craft

Craft covers a very wide range of activities, including the production of jewellery and 

traditional decorative items, like bead-making and pottery. The bulk of the labour involved 

is supplied by rural and peri-urban women, whilst the distribution of craft is largely the 

preserve of middle-aged white women.

Whilst craft production has historically, tended to involve rudimentary activities with low 

profit margins, this is beginning to change partly due to government poverty alleviation 

and skills transfer programmes.

Craft production has the potential to expand and increase its margins, but only in cases 

where producers are able to market their goods more efficiently than they do presently.

3.1.6  The Audience And The Arts
There is generally no agreement in the arts, here or elsewhere, as to the nature of audiences. 
This is shaped by historical preferences by taste class, experience and economics. Arts 
organisations in the government network are nonetheless under pressure to promote 
social cohesion through integration of artistic products and to ensure that all sectors are 
represented at both performance and audience level. Casting of black actors is seen in 
theatre, for example, as important to attracting black audiences – although this has led to 
allegations of racial discrimination at some levels.

Despite these and many other adaptations on the supply side, the use and purchase of 
arts and culture is constrained by many factors and substantial segments of the national 
community do not participate in any organised artistic activity. All people at some time 
or another sing or dance and, in all places, there is room for spontaneous expression. 
Nonetheless, access to the arts in many places outside the urban areas is limited due to a 
combination of geographic, logistic, economic, cultural and even historic reasons.

During the apartheid years, such important arts and culture drivers such as the Bantu 
Men’s Social Clubs were viewed with suspicion by the state.

For many South Africans, exposure to arts and culture in the strict sense of the word is 
a new and unfamiliar experience.

With this in mind, we asked respondents to identify the single most important reason 
why people do not participate in arts and culture events. 
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Time: More important things to do with their time 21.8

Transport: Don’t have transport 18.7

Price: Too expensive for ordinary people to attend 24.1

Language: Most arts and culture events not in home languages 6.5

Availability: Not much going on in my area 21.8

Accessibility: Arts and culture events are only for educated people 1.1

Relevance: Arts and culture are not relevant to our everyday lives 6.2

Total 100
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There is little doubt that South African artists are excelling at the highest of professional 
levels and are competitive in the global arena. 

•   This includes William Kentridge and Nicholas Hlobo whose stitch work and 
weaving were exhibited in 2010 at the Tate Modern in London, Mikhael Subotsky 
and Pieter Hugo, both of whom are building on the photography tradition of 
David Goldblatt . 

•   In South Africa big-time musicals like the home-grown “African Footprint” and imports 
such as “The Lion King” create employment and opportunities for newcomers to 
develop experience. Most of these are staged at casino-theatres, itself a sign of the 
overtly commercial nature of successful musicals.

•   A new exhibition space for visual culture, Arts on Main, which features big-name 
artists like Kentridge and Candice Breitz, have been running concurrent with the 
World Cup. It is hoped that this will highlight both South African and African culture.

As is well-known, arts and culture can serve many purposes because of the impact of 
exposure to music, dance theatre on human sentiments and ultimately, human behaviour. 

•   Arts and culture, as emphasised by many of our interviewees, build individual self-
esteem and collective identity that can indirectly address the anger and frustration 
associated with poverty and crime in South Africa. 

•   Arts and culture can also generate employment. Indeed, the arts have to generate 
jobs if they are to attract ongoing capital and human investment. It is with this 
agenda in mind that increasing numbers of people in the state and civil society 
have moved towards creative industrial development.

This poses new roles and responsibilities for people involved in the arts and culture sector.

•   At the highest levels of government, the DAC has moved towards greater support 

for artistic products in the inter-departmental framework and moves are now afoot to 
institutionalise arts and culture as part of the social and economic public policy cluster. 

•   The work of assisting artistic participation within a creative industries framework 

also involves such initiatives as developing a more supportive tax regime for artists, 

negotiations with industrial actors in the arts, marketing activity and oversight 

of the major international instruments for advancement of the arts such as the 

2005 UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of 

Cultural Expressions.

•   Considerable work is being done under the creative arts umbrella to develop 

better quality control systems, enhanced media space for the arts, popularisation 

of the life opportunities associated with artistic production, definition of the legal 

and commercial framework (copyrights, advertising etc) as well as the functional 

training of artists in life-skills.

At the grassroots level, there are many largely invisible small-scale initiatives, even in the 

remote rural areas where groups organise informal dance, music and visual arts projects 

around such themes as saving the environment, preventing HIV-Aids, domestic or child 

abuse. Violence against women and children is actually becoming highly thematic in 

these spontaneous projects that cut across divisions between dance, music and singing. 

In the crafts sector, there are some remarkable success stories, such as the bead-

working project run at the National Cultural Museum in Pretoria and out of various skills 

dissemination centres nation-wide where men work with wire and wood, women do 

sewing and younger people are involved in paint and silk-screening.

Most of these small-scale activities will, unfortunately not progress for many reasons 

including lack of technical and business skills to transform artistic ability into a means of 

survival, or because of lack of persistence on the part of unrecognised artists. 

Only a third (37.2%) of arts and culture events were held in respondents’ home 

language. Interestingly, this rose to half in the Free State (50.0%), Mpumalanga (55.8%) 

and Limpopo (57.5%).
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GP NW FS LP MP EC NC WC KZN Total

Yes 41.7 2.9 50.0 57.5 55.8 29.1 34.1 39.9 35.6 37.2

No 58.3 97.1 50.0 42.5 44.2 70.9 65.9 60.1 64.4 62.8

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Arts and culture, as we have indicated, are heavily concentrated in the urban areas where 

there is sufficient disposable income to support artistic activity. 

In many rural areas, as well as in the historic “township” areas of the main cities, organised 

arts and culture events are still effectively under-developed. 

Finally, national government efforts to establish community arts centres have floundered 

because of poor planning and the reluctance of local government to take responsibility 

for their operation. 

•   Outside Gauteng, there are few concrete examples of sustainable, community-

driven culture initiatives. 

•   The Western Cape, though a ‘cultural Mecca’ for much of the English-speaking elite, 

has few successful networks to encourage participation at community level. 

•   In KZN, only a few of the dozen community arts centres commissioned by 

government are fully functional. 

•   In many communities, poor infrastructure and services nation-wide there is an 
increasing reluctance to interface with the state. At times of trouble, community 
centres, libraries and other symbols of the state become the first target for 
destruction by protestors.

There are obviously economic and logistic barriers to participation. For example, free 
activities organised by municipal, provincial or governmental organisations require cheap or 
free transportation networks, which are nonexistent in many places. Subsidised participation 
is also often hindered by bureaucratic obstruction in governmental organisation. 

Audiences ultimately remain culturally divided. Class and race divisions inherited from 
the past continue to shape audiences and consumption preferences. 

Economic disempowerment also fuels psychologies of self-exclusion. In conversation, 
many historically disadvantaged people indicated that they would feel intimidated to 
enter the State Theatre, the Johannesburg Civic Theatre in Johannesburg or even the 
theatre complex at Montecasino.

Audience development reflects economic inequalities, and in the big commercial 
theatres in the urban areas, there is often a degree of conflict between business values 
and the requirement to cater to the preferences of a large but disadvantaged mass public. 

This evokes different responses. 

•   While Montecasino and the Johannesburg Civic Theatre have focussed on 
commercial viability and have retained relatively high entry prices, other platforms 
notably the State Theatre have risked bankruptcy by focussing on audience 
development and have dropped prices in the hope of reaching out to a wider public. 

3.2  PRODUCTION
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under their own financial steam and making the best of their internal resources. Many 

in the craft sector, for example, have gone this route after life-times of frustration with 

trying to access even minuscule amounts of funding from the public or private sectors. 

A typical case is in the beadwork industry where women have been assisted by the 

Department of Social Development to utilise their skills or the encouragement given to 

the formation of tiny theatre “companies” by church or community leaders in various parts 

of disadvantaged South Africa.

Here, again, the greater majority of initiatives fail to reach sustainability level. 

Most community-driven interventions in the arts lack the technical expertise necessary 

for survival in the competitive market. 

•   Demo tapes and CDs produced by droves of erstwhile musicians are rejected 

en mass by the big recording companies who are reluctant to assume the risk of 

promoting aspiring artists who can neither read nor write. 

•   In the crafts sector, the great majority of products fail to meet the design criteria of 

a discerning market and end up with roadside vendors.

Literacy and conceptual skills are also critical in developing artistic potential among 

severely marginalised people living in demoralising poverty. 

•   Many learners seeking entry into arts and culture through crafts lack basic perceptual 

and motor skills developed by early education and are, to an extent not trainable. 

•   A large proportion of craft producers work on a survivalist basis with the result that 

there is, considerable “churning” at the entry and exit points of the crafts market 

similar to that in the development of small business enterprise in general. 

•   Many of the problems of developing creative industries that can generate jobs are 

in fact, precisely the same as those mitigating against job-creation and sustainability 

among SMME’s outside the arts and crafts sector. These include, lack of start-up 

capital and poor business skills to manage a competitive market.

The emphasis on creative industries has supported a training network for the 

dissemination of functional life-skills as well as artistic skills. 

Artistic life can be precarious under the best of circumstances, and many highly talented 

musicians, dancers and theatre personnel are forced by circumstances, according to one 

respondent to “sleep in the park”. Many organisations, such as FUBA, MAPPP-SETA and 

others concerned with the professionalisation and sustainability of artistic life are therefore, 

now offering courses on computer use, accessing markets and other entrepreneurial 

training alongside training in mainstream artistic skills.

People who frequent these training courses are from all walks of life. 

Many are young people who have failed to excel in normal academic life and then see 

the arts as an avenue to a job or profession. Some are people who are artistically inclined, 

but others are not. This becomes clear when commercial organisations trawl the training 

programmes for people who appear in adverts or TV dramas and select only an isolated 

minority. Those left behind are not necessarily talentless but simply lack the market-

related qualities that a particular production house is seeking at a point in time.

The end of apartheid has facilitated entry into the world of active participation in the arts 

for people previously excluded by laws governing occupation, housing, free speech and 

physical movement. Arts production nonetheless still precludes many people for indirect 

reasons other than lack of skills or money. 

•   Most of the better training facilities are in the towns or cities and this requires 

people spending money on transport costs for what may not materialise into any 

discernible form. 

Artistic and cultural production is, in the first instance, financially challenged. 

The Department of Arts and Culture receives the smallest budget allocation from central 

government and this has major implications for provincial and municipal departments 

with responsibility for policy implementation. 

There are four provincial Arts and Culture Councils whose role is to evaluate initiatives and 

assist potential producers through the introduction into provincial and municipal networks.

•   There is, in all cases, insufficient money to justify their existence and the processes of 

allocating what is available are inconsistent. 

•   Most of our respondents seeking to break into the artistic world who have gone through 

the PACC’s speak of complicated and discouraging bureaucratic procedures on 

application, apparently random decision-making, and insufficient speed in the delivery 

of disbursements.

•   Many lack formal arts education normally provided by public education and arrive at 

funding sources with incoherent and presumptuous proposals. 

•   Others seeking to become arts participants arrive at production houses with unrealistic 

expectations.  At the bigger record companies, for example, a great proportion of people 

with often quite considerable talent fall by the wayside when confronted with the 

demands on time, energy, talent and creativity made by modern commercial production.

Apart from the producers of big, mostly successful commercial and Eurocentric 

extravaganzas at the Johannesburg Civic, Monte Casino or Sun City, few people 

dependent upon highly competitive state subsidisation are happy. 

While audience segregation remains the norm for economic and preferential reasons, there 

is very successful small to medium theatre left in many of the major urban concentrations. 

Production defines the audience – black theatre-goers are mobilised by black performers 

– and stereotyping abounds for both consumption and production purposes. 

Even big organisations like the State Theatre can barely maintain their large premises 

with grants made from the DAC. Smaller producers are almost unanimous that provincial 

arts and culture departments make arbitrary decisions as to which they support and are 

inclined to supporting events like ubiquitous “festivals” and “carnivals” that more visibly 

reflect on governmental performance than small-scale activities. 

•   Most of our interviewees believe incompetence, nepotism and corruption to be 

rampant though-out the arts and culture establishment. 

•   Most favour more robust development by sector organisations whose work is to 

assist budding arts and culture producers with voice. (Unfortunately, organisations 

like VANSA and the Creative Workers Union are disempowered in seeking greater 

accountability because artists are disinclined to the pay the dues necessary for 

helping people to deal with problems from business planning for public contracts 

right through to complex copyright issues).

•   Smaller producers in a particular genre also see discrimination in the way that 

public (and private) money is given out. One such perception argues that far too 

much money is disbursed to crafts, others that crafts development is bogged down 

by governmental bureaucracy and neglect. 

•   Most respondents in the interviews see inequality in the division of finance between 

visual and performing arts with the latter being the proverbial “big brother”. This is 

fuelled, once again, by government preference for high profile projects that defend 

DAC claims on the national budget.

There are, despite these obstacles, many self-starter projects nation-wide, especially where 

little in the way of infrastructure is required and where people can use their natural talents 

without specialist skills training. Talented rural youth whose limited education precludes 

them in from developing the complex “business proposals” required by most mainstream 

funders are increasingly among the many organisations who are now impatiently working 
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•   In the rural areas, many people with artistic talent are excluded by the cost of 

materials, most of which have to be imported from the bigger towns and cities. 

•   Other than community centres, the majority of which are dysfunctional, there are 

few venues that lend themselves to being utilised for the presentation dance or 

music or the visual arts except at the most basic level. 

•   Much of what comes out of the production networks in most areas of the country 

lack the technical sophistication or level of design necessary to enter an urban, least 

of all, international market.

Arts and culture production is, like consumption, also infused with various mythologies 

and mind-sets that work for self-exclusion or otherwise undermine sectoral development. 

•   In crafts, for example, jewellery workers, especially those using precious or semi-

precious metals generally enjoy a substantially higher status than workers who use 

traditional materials, wood or grass redolent with memories of historic oppression. 

•   Many training organisations dwell on the lack of adventure and creativity among 

producers in the visual and performing arts who simply emulate what appears to 

be commercially viable in the existing market. 

•   In the same light, there is criticism of the perceived “beggar” mentality of many 

producers, which discourages experimental work while increasing dependence for 

support on government. 

Some genres are clearly dying with shifts in social relations and the use of space. 

A shrinking audience base supports ballet, classical music and opera, although recent 

years have witnessed a relative boom in black opera singers, of whom Pretty Yende is one. 

This is despite poor government support for an art form that is widely seen as “foreign”. 

There are nevertheless a number of private sources of support including the Thokozani 

Arts and Educational Trust run by wine-makers Diemersfontein, who finance Pretty Yende 

among others.

Political correctness and in some cases troubling conservatism that challenges freedom 

of expression is increasingly a problem for cultural production. An example of this was 

when the then Minister of Arts and Culture, Lulu Xingwana, walked out of a photographic 

exhibition in March 2010 because she was offended by the portrayal of nude lesbians, 

something she claimed was against nation-building. 

Another example is provided in 2001 by then-ANC parliamentarian, Tony Yengeni’s, who 

claimed that the artwork of Willie Bester was “not African enough” and “too aggressive” to 

be displayed in parliament.

Many officials responsible for arts and culture at provincial or local level have difficulty with 

themes calibrated to political events i.e. human rights issues around April or now Mandela 

Day in July and feel this impinges on the work schedule. On the other hand, artists who 

favour using the arts directly for (what politicians consider to be) nation-building have no 

particular difficulty folding political messages into their products.
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The World Cup has assisted arts and cultural development both directly, by generating 

market opportunities for artistic products, as well as indirectly by bringing people 

together under the umbrella of a more integrated South African identity. Unfortunately, 

most of the products on offer have had to be reconfigured to a commercial market that 

is not, in most respects, indigenously African. It is also far from clear that the momentum 

created by the World Cup is either economically or culturally sustainable. This still needs 

to be investigated.

There can be no doubt ,however, that South Africa has a large number of people who 

respond positively to arts and culture initiatives, both as consumers and producers on 

a recreational or commercial basis. Unfortunately, our data suggests that this group is 

not expanding, despite the (apparent) increase in the supply of as well as more effective 

publicity for arts and culture events.
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s GP NW FS LP MP EC NC WC KZN Total

Yes 44.1 6.3 19.3 35.7 45 29 39 50 26 32.2

No 38.1 66.3 68.7 53.3 41.4 48.5 58.1 41.5 40.3 50.2

Don’t know 17.8 27.4 12 11.1 13.6 22.5 2.9 8.5 33.7 17.6

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Only a third (32.2%) of respondents, and as few as 6.3% in the North West, admit to 

becoming more involved in arts and cultural activities in the past year. This applied to 

slightly more males (35.4%) than females (30.7%).

The involvement of the Indian (51.6%) and white (44.8%) population groups has increased 

the most over the past year.

To some extent, this is a function of economic wellbeing. Persons living in backyard shacks 

(22.4%) are significantly less likely to have increased their involvement in the arts than 

persons living in townhouses (48.0%). However, there is no clear trend here, as almost half 

(47.3%) of persons living in traditional huts also claim to be have become more involved 

over the past year.

From available information, it appears there is an especially pronounced fall-off of 

attendance at political commemorative public gatherings but that this is offset by greater 

numbers of people attracted to the festival-type events sponsored by national, provincial 

or local government. Here, again, the ability of the World Cup to reach out across social 

divisions and involve people in a massive collective experience is of significance.

The next question asked people who had become more active in the arts over the past 

year to reflect on their reasons for having done so. Just over half (53.2%) said that this 

was due to the influence of friends and family, whilst a third (33.0%) attributed this to 

better publicity of events. Respondents in the Free State and Limpopo were most likely 

to attribute this to the staging of more events in the areas in which they lived i.e. Macufe 

African Cultural Festival and Mapungubwe Arts Festival respectively.

4 .  C A P A C I TAT I O N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T
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GP NW FS LP MP EC NC WC KZN Total

Facilities 37.3 75.8 24.7 36.1 27.9 29.8 22.3 35.8 37.2 38.9

Publicity 18.6 9.2 14.8 11.6 17.1 18.5 11.7 13.3 15.6 14.1

Training 33.9 7.7 37 44 42.9 23.8 6.8 14.5 28.3 26.7

Prices 10.2 7.2 23.5 8.3 12.1 28 59.2 36.4 18.9 20.3

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

In keeping with the findings above, improving communication levels was not highlighted 

by the general population (14.1%), although the Indian (35.5%) and white communities 

(25.4%) flagged this as a significant priority.

The black population was especially likely to highlight the need to improve facilities 

(43.1%), which is a reflection of continued residential and social inequalities.
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GP NW FS LP MP EC NC WC KZN Total

Publicity 40.4 50.0 33.3 43.2 35 25.3 27.4 30.4 28.9 33.0

Friends /family 47.4 50.0 38.9 35.2 46.7 55.2 64.4 67.4 56.6 53.2

More events 12.3 27.8 21.6 18.3 19.5 8.2 2.2 14.5 13.9

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

There were no significant differences between gender groups.

The Indian community was especially likely to attribute increased involvement to the 

staging of more events in the communities in which they lived (38.9%), and less likely 

to attribute this to increased publicity (11.1%), although one assumes that there is a link 

between more local events and greater publicity.

There is a clear link between class location (dwelling) and the localised staging of arts and 

culture events. Thus whilst 6.5% of shack/informal settlement dwellers and 1.8% of persons 

living in backyard shacks said that they were getting more involved because there were 

more local arts activities, almost a fifth (19.3%) of persons living in townhouses or clusters 

made the same claim. Once again, this points to the (perhaps inevitable) link between 

commercial imperatives and artistic endeavours.

Most respondents (66.9%) feel that there is inadequate information available about arts 

and cultural events held in their areas. This view was shared by a staggering 92.9% of 

respondents in the North West province.
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GP NW FS LP MP EC NC WC KZN Total

Yes 42.4 7.1 37.8 32.2 29.5 25.7 68.9 56.7 24.3 33.1

No 57.6 92.9 62.2 67.8 70.5 74.3 31.1 43.3 75.7 66.9

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

The most common way of hearing about arts and culture events was via the radio (38.2%) 

and through friends and family (25.6%).
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GP NW FS LP MP EC NC WC KZN Total

Newspaper 10.3 3.3 13.3 3.3 18.6 18.3 42.6 26.2 11.6 14.4

Radio 31.8 58.1 28.9 65.4 20 20.7 10.9 36 34.3 38.2

TV 18.7 4.8 7 12.9 8.3 11.9 12.8 17.1 9.8

Friends 35.5 31.4 16.9 19.8 23.6 39.1 13.9 18.9 26.5 25.6

Advertisements 3.7 7.1 34.9 4.5 22.1 9.5 5 5.5 7.7 9.6

Electronically 1.2 2.9 4.1 15.8 .6 2.8 2.4

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Radio was, surprisingly, least effective in the Northern Cape (10.9%), in which over two-

fifths (42.6%) of the population received information from the newspaper.

Males (15.9%) were slightly more likely to receive information from newspapers than 

females (11.7%); and correspondingly less likely to receive information via the radio (36.0% 

as opposed to 41.3%). On the whole, this reflects higher literacy levels due to greater 

educational opportunities.

In the statistical survey, respondents were asked their opinion on how government could 

best invest in arts and culture development. 

Over a third (38.9%) of respondents felt that the government should prioritise improving 

facilities in communities, whilst a quarter (26.7%) felt government should focus on 

providing training for persons wanting to enter the arts and culture profession.
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•   Greater efforts to provide the life-support advocated by most training organisations i.e., 

functional in addition to artistic training in design and technique i.e. in such skills areas as 

computer literacy and small business development, 

•  A public programme to deal with the social and economic marginalisation of artists,

•   Simplification of the procedures for accessing funding for people with limited literacy and who 

are currently finding it impossible to formulate the complex proposals and reports demanded 

by fund-allocating bodies. There is clearly a need to simplify the application process, fast-

track the process by which successful recipients of funds receive their allocation and more 

generally “connect” the aspiring artists to sources of assistance from government.

•   In crafts, in particular, nonfinancial assistance should include more practical manuals, 

assistance with e-learning and digital skills, as well as donations of materials, fabrics and inks.

5.3  Training 

There are indications that the creative industries have taken hold, although there are problems 

that remain outstanding. Training programmes designed to turn aesthetic capacity into economic 

opportunities are also more heavily attended, although here, again, there are outstanding issues to 

be resolved. 

SETA accreditation is sought selectively despite its advantages. Many people and organisations in 

the industrial arts avoid SETA training, which they regard as overly-formalistic and stifling of creative 

impulses. Experienced practitioners across the genres are also unenthusiastic of being tested and 

put through duplicate courses.

There needs to be more net funding for arts and culture, both in the formal and popular 

sectors. Relative to developed countries, the public fund for the support of the arts in 

South Africa is miniscule. For instance, the Arts Council England, a national statutory 

development agency for the arts, reports that in 2009/10 financial year alone, the 

government had allocated more than £575 million to support the arts (see http://www.

artscouncil.org.uk/about-us/investment-in-arts/ accessed on 12th September 2010). 

5.1  The Lottery And Arts Funding

The National Lottery fund could in principle make a major contribution to financial 

investment in the arts, but the National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund (NLDTF) is poorly 

managed and is unable to process funding applications in a regular and predictable 

manner. The NLDTF contains huge amounts of money that exceed that available for arts 

and culture in government and the private sector combined, but which are under spent 

due to bureaucratic inefficiencies. According to the NLDTF 2008/2009 Annual Report, 

of the R949 million allocated to the arts, culture and heritage projects, only R263.8 million 

was spent on 77 beneficiaries. 

This requires a full-scale examination of how to make the lottery more effective as a supporter 

of the arts, possibly using other models such as the British Lottery and Arts Council. 

Since the Lottery falls under the DTI, there needs to be far more systematic engagement 

between Trade and Industry, government departments and other stakeholders. 

5.2  Grants And Funding Allocation

Higher level arts and cultural participation at consumer or producer level also require 

better systems for deployment of existing financial investment. 

•   Even after, many applications are excluded for technical or legal deficiencies, far too 

many unsustainable projects are selected for funding. 

•   Allocation of funding is often too slow, and many projects are compromised 

because they do not have resources disseminated by the provincial authorities and 

the PACCs in place. 

•   There is a problem of random decision-making, nepotism and corruption in 

selection processes. 

•   There is also a major imbalance between investment in the performing and non-

performing arts, at least partially because funders in the public and private sectors 

incline to what is most visible and has high public impact.

Because the funding process also stimulates dependency, more effort should be made 

to examine ways in which supportive stakeholders can provide other than straight 

monetary support. 

Technical assistance for the development of artists and “arts managers” may include:

•  The development of improved networks for identifying talent,

•  Greater assistance with design and marketing, 

•  Improved databases of aspiring artists,

5 .  F U N D I N G  &  S U P P O R T  F O R  A R T S  &  C U LT U R E
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This reflects both lack of capacity and competition between everyone to maximise their 

cut of a totally inadequate national budget. 

•   Provinces frequently complain that, they are often the last to know of initiatives 

taking place in areas under their jurisdiction and this inevitably leads to lack of cost-

effectiveness and duplication. 

•   There are bureaucratic struggles that reflect institutional interests and which impact 

on what appears under the official endorsement of one organisation or another. 

Music some say tends to devolve to the provinces but the national DAC appears to 

be “imperialistic” in most other high visibility areas.

•   The DAC lacks capacity, as do many other governmental departments at national 

and provincial level. While associations such as GOMACC are technically good, 

most have not been implemented for lack of funds or synergies between different 

levels of government and the private sector. DAC itself suffers staff shortages with 

many important officials suspended for poor performance or corruption.

Arts and cultural products generally face stiff competition from sport, which is better 

promoted and more lucrative than the arts. Despite the positive impact of the World Cup 

on the cultural scene, the conglomeration of arts, culture and sport into single government 

bodies at provincial and local level has not worked for arts and culture. This remains the 

“poor brother”. In most cases the issues of arts and culture development have been seen 

as resolvable through bureaucratic re-organisation. 

While the national department (the DAC) is tasked with development of the policy 

framework, local government departments are expected to interact with the community 

and, among other tasks, to develop databases of artists to assist capacity-building and 

public promotion. 

Some of these databases in places like Cape Town or Johannesburg are fairly inclusive 

and cover up to three-quarters of known artists under metropolitan jurisdiction. This is not 

however, the case in the smaller urban concentrations or in the rural areas where artistic 

potential is almost totally undocumented.

Arts and culture development under the auspices of the public sector is also inhibited by 

lack of agreement over the social role of arts and culture in the process of nation-building, 

by appointments that reflect these divergent views and by conflict between artists working 

for government and politically-driven technocrats.

This occurs at national, provincial, and above all, where the state interfaces with people, at 

municipal, district or local government level. 

In eThekwini, for example, most of the arts and culture staff are themselves artists, whose 

temperament conflicts with politicians in the local metropolitan council. While the former 

inevitably favours free expression and spontaneity, the latter is far more careful to tailor 

artistic products to the symbolism and demands of the political system. Hence, the local 

arts and culture office is obliged to focus, they complain, on themes associated with Chris 

Hani (April), youth (in June), women (August), O.R .Tambo and other struggle heroes later 

in the year.

Artistic development is also hindered by the importance attributed to cultural development 

in a society where there are many other more immediate and competing priorities for 

both people and government. Arts and culture generally fare poorly in the competitive 

process for access to resources at national, provincial and local level. This is, once again, 

particularly acute at local level where politicians are under compulsion to deliver on jobs, 

housing and education and are generally not assessed on their performance in the arts 

and cultural arena. Councillors responsible for arts and culture are often passed over in 

local government debates over social development and many councillors actually avoid 

being given this brief because of its relatively low status. 

5.4  Infrastructure

Respondents in the survey indicated a lack of infrastructure, spaces or facilities at 

community level that does not appear evident at first sight.

Ekurhuleni is exemplary of many other urban and peri-urban areas in that there are a number 

of regional arts centres, the Springs Civic Theatre and Post Office Theatre in Boksburg. 

Unfortunately, these formal facilities are under-used, badly-planned, poorly maintained 

and generally unsuitable for arts consumers. The Springs Civic Theatre, for example, has 

deteriorated over the last few years because of the financial crisis in local government. 

Until two years ago, community stages were being set up throughout the municipal area 

under a Community Cultural Theatre programme. These, have now been suspended 

because of capacity and financial reasons and it is by no means certain that the programme 

will be resuscitated in the immediate future. In the meantime, not unlike some of the 

more developed rural areas, arts and cultural activities of some sort are confined to venues 

such as clubs, shebeens and private dwellings.

Most respondents (72.3%) knew of community halls or theatres in the areas in which they 

lived, whilst only a minority (9.3%) knew of arts galleries. 
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Bookshops 35.7 64.3

Community arts centre 30.0 70.0

Art galleries 9.3 90.7

Community hall or theatre 72.3 27.7

Not all towns and cities can afford dedicated arts and culture departments that allocate 

and then service spaces for the arts. Places like Johannesburg and Cape Town have done 

reasonably well with tight budgets but in the future, there is a need for more sustainable 

habitats for the performing and visual arts. 

This ultimately requires rate-payers at local level developing a greater understanding of the 

importance of arts and culture to nation-building. Much of this depends on the national 

and provincial departments including allied organisations such as the departments of 

education, social welfare and health among others. 

•   The Department of Health, for example has opened up many opportunities for 

participation through HIV and other public health campaigns that involve music, 

dance or theatre and these are especially important for people who seek to enter 

into the arts world with their own production companies. 

In the DAC itself, there is concern in many quarters about officials at all levels that have no 

particular expertise in arts and culture and are insensitive to their brief. 

•   Many, it is alleged work at the behest of political agendas that are generally beyond 

the arts and culture sector. 

•   Many stakeholders feel that most people now in government lack an understanding 

of the role of arts and culture and this is very discouraging for both producers and 

consumers of cultural products who depend on the existence of a knowledgeable 

body of national and provincial leaders who are clear about their mandate and have 

their ears to the ground.

•   A great proportion of our interviewees also doubt the capacity of national leadership in 

the DAC in effectively discharging its mandate to create platforms for arts and culture, 

encourage artistic education, organise events and develop opportunities for artists, the 

policy frameworks, and there are many problems confronting policy implementation.

There are also problems with the implementation of national policy frameworks mainly 

because communication with and between all of the provinces are poor. 
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There are no constitutional imperatives governing the role of municipalities in arts and 

culture among the responsibilities for developmental governance assigned to municipalities. 

One consequence is that Integrated Development Plans (IDPs), which set the framework for 

municipal intervention each year, seldom identify arts and culture projects e.g. the building 

of a theatre or the acquisition of musical instruments for a local library. 

•  For the most part municipal officials are insensitive to developmental issues other 

than the “hard” issues of jobs, housing and infrastructure development for the 

delivery of bulk services. Among both municipal management and councillors there 

is little appreciation of the socio-economic potential of creative industries. 

•  Since provincial authorities are guided by IDP’s in assisting the local authorities 

under their jurisdiction, this means that provincial arts and culture departments are 

effectively excluded from most forms of developmental participation in the majority 

of cases where there is no dedicated municipal office for arts and culture to make a 

case for intervention. 

Overall, both recreational and industrial arts require much more synergy between the 

DAC, the National Council, provincial and municipal organisations as well between the 

public and private sectors. 

This requires not only enhanced inter-departmental and public communication, but 

also less idiosyncratic behaviour, personality conflicts, factionalism and political conflicts 

between self-serving individuals and organisations seeking to protect their own interests. 

Given that the traditional and indigenous arts sector remains massive but largely not well 

managed as a component of popular national arts development, organisations such as 

the National Arts Council need to develop better strategies for tapping into and then 

assisting reservoir of arts potential at the grassroots. 

This needs to encompass greater use of indigenous physical and human resources (such 

as local languages) and requires more effective methodologies for delivering finance and 

support to community institutions.

There is an urgent and general need for reconfiguring arts and culture as an important 

component of competing demands on the priorities and resources of a developmental state. 

This has many facets, including, perhaps above all, 

•   Greater use being made of the public education system to socialise future 

generations into arts and culture activity. 

•   There is an equally urgent need to identify the means to re-energise the community 

arts centre networks. 

•   Since most research on arts and culture exists in disparate quarters, there is also 

a requirement to introduce some unity by consolidating data within the state and 

civil society, identifying key improvement themes, baseline and then monitor key 

performance indicators.

Many interviewees also suggest some sort of review of how certain major cultural 

institutions, like the Baxter Theatre and the State Theatre can become more production-

oriented as opposed to simply providing venues for the staging of activities.  

The period after the World Cup is an important chance for South Africa to market its 

multi-cultural arts catalogue and to show the world that we have a diversity of talent that 

goes beyond the commercial stereotypes (for the example, the South African arts and 

culture festival, Afrovibes, in London).  
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The South African arts scene is highly dynamic and there are fairly high levels of general 

participation across the board. These reflect the energy and diversity of different culture 

and classes on the artistic scene fifteen years after the advent of pluralistic democracy.

There is also evidence of a latent demand for the arts, which needs to be properly 

stimulated, nurtured and supported.

There are still divergences between small and well-supported formal arts networks that take their 

cues from European and North American sources and a popular network in which indigenous 

art forms are still struggling with commercialisation and developing a uniquely local identity.

African traditional and indigenous art forms encapsulate the greater majority of people 

in the country and clearly require more strategic development planning to build more 

consistency and the National Arts Council needs to be a player in this process. These 

encompass financial support for potential artists; technical and educational support to 

ensure their participation in the arts world; and logistic support for individuals and small-

scale organisations seeking to establish themselves on a sustainable basis in the market.

The arts and culture sector clearly requires greater financial assistance from public and 

private sources whose net contribution remains very small.

As we have suggested, this requires improvement in the allocation mechanisms at national 

and provincial level as well as more effective extraction of the substantial resources of 

the NLDTF. The NAC needs to see how this can be improved by examining the present 

manner in which the NLDTF distributes its funds, and how this can be re-configured in 

line with best practices that bring together lotteries and artistic development in other 

places e.g. Britain, Canada and the Nordic countries. 

A delicate balance needs to be found between funding for large-scale high-visibility 

and spectacular artistic productions and other small and medium-scale arts and culture 

activities. This involves the NAC, the provinces and the national authorities where 

there are problems of capacity, money, decision-making in the development of artistic 

programmes and implementation.

Among the various sectors, visual arts and dance require relatively more support. Although 

the market for curio crafts is relatively saturated, there is considerable opportunity to 

develop more differentiated, up-market (and higher-margin) crafts.

To develop the arts, the next generation of audiences needs to be cultivated carefully.

In conclusion, the authors of the report would like to identify four areas in which additional 

research is required.

1.    The status of arts and culture education at the school level. The key point here is to identify 

what is being done and how effectively this is being done in South African schools. 

2.   The impact of arts and culture on nation-building. The key point here is to determine 

how arts and culture impacts on and alters perceptions of national identity.

3.   The status and viability of the cultural centres established by the DAC.

4.   Attitudes to arts and culture in local, provincial and national government. The key 

point here is to establish what various levels of government official feel about arts 

and culture. Do they recognise the importance of this sector, or do they see it simply 

as a non-essential sector that detracts from more urgent government priorities.

6. CONCLUSION: KEY CHALLENGES & RECOMMENDATIONS
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b) By Questions

iv. Age:

18 – 24 25-30 31-35 36-45 46-55 56-64 65+

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

v. Education

No schooling Some primary
Complete 

primary
Some 

secondary
Grade 12 / 

Std 10
Higher

1 2 3 4 5 6

vi. Employment status

Employed Unemployed Scholar or student
Home maker / 

housewife

Pensioner or retired 
person / too old 

to work

1 2 3 4 5

 Unable to work 
due to illness or 

disability

Seasonal worker 
not working 

presently

 Does not choose 
to work

 Could not find 
work

Not applicable

6 7 8 9 10

vii. Home Language

Afrikaans IsiNdebele isiXhosa isiZulu Sepedi Sesotho

1 2 3 4 5 6

Setswana SiSwati Tshivenda Xitsonga English Other

7 8 9 10 11 12

SURVEY

1.  While at school, did you study subjects such as music, arts, drama or “handwork” (crafts), or 
participate in these activities?

Yes No

1 2

KNOWLEDGE OF THE ARTS

2. Have you heard about any of the following national arts and culture events?

Yes No

Grahamstown Arts Festival 1 2

Aardklop 1 2

Cape Town International Jazz Festival 1 2

Macufe: Mangaung African Cultural Festival (Bloemfontein: Free State) 1 2

Mapungubwe Arts Festival (Polokwane: Limpopo) 1 2

Moretele Jazz Festival (Mamelodi: Gauteng) 1 2

Calabash Arts Festival (North West Province) 1 2

The National Arts Council of South Africa is conducting a survey among people in all the 

provinces of South Africa to find out what they think about arts and culture. By these we 

mean things like music, theatre, drama, literature, crafts and the visual arts (i.e. painting 

and photography). We want to find out whether you are involved in any of these activities 

in your area and whether you think they are useful to you, your family and the nation. We 

also want you to tell us how more can be done to promote these activities in the place 

where you live.

Please help us to help you by answering the following questions. You do not need to give 

us your name and all information will be treated with absolute confidentiality.

Thank you for your assistance.

Survey Reference No

Date of Survey

Area – Province/Town

Urban or Rural Location

DEMOGRAPHICS OF PERSON BEING SURVEYED

a) Observation

i. Type of dwelling

Shack, not in 
backyard (e.g. 

squatter)
Shack in a backyard Hostel/compound Traditional hut RDP house 

1 2 3 4 5

Suburban house Part of a house
Second house/ 

cottage/granny flat
Townhouse/cluster

Unit in a block of 
flats

6 7 8 9 10

ii. Population group:

Black African Indian or Asian Coloured White Other

1 2 3 4 5

iii. Gender: 

Male Female

1 2

A P P E N D I X  O N E :  T H E  S U R V E Y  Q U E S T I O N N A I R E

N AT I O N A L  A R T S  C O U N C I L  O F  S O U T H  A F R I C A  P U B L I C  PA R T I C I PAT I O N  I N  T H E  A R T S  S U R V E Y
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We now want you to think only about this area, the community that you live in:

3.  In this area are you aware of any of the following activities taking place? Tick where you 
know of something going on: (Choose as many as you like)

Music – Concerts, music festivals etc 1

Theatre – performances, events etc 2

Dance – Concerts, clubs, festivals, ballet, traditional dance 3

Literary events – Book or poetry readings, book fairs 4

Crafts – Making traditional goods, jewellery, bead-making, pottery, etc. 5

Visual arts – photography or painting exhibitions 6

PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS

4.  Now look at the list again. Have you personally attended any of these activities and if you 
did, when? Tick as many as necessary:

In the last 
month

In the last 
year

Music – Concerts, music festivals etc 1 2

Theatre – performances, events etc 1 2

Dance – Concerts, clubs, festivals, ballet, traditional dance 1 2

Literary events – Book or poetry readings, book fairs 1 2

Crafts – Making traditional goods, jewellery, bead-making, pottery, etc 1 2

Visual arts – photography or painting exhibitions 1 2

5.  If you attend arts and culture activities, what is the main reason why you do so?  
(Choose ONE only)

Entertainment To learn To meet other people To support the artists

1 2 3 4

IMPORTANCE OF THE ARTS TO YOU

6.  How important are arts and culture for you personally?  
Please rate each of the following on a scale of 1 (unimportant) to 3 (important)

Unimportant Neutral Important

Music 1 2 3

Theatre 1 2 3

Dance 1 2 3

Literary Events (Books, poetry) 1 2 3

Crafts 1 2 3

Visual Arts (e.g. painting, photography) 1 2 3

7.  If you have a free afternoon or evening, what would you prefer to do with this time:  
(Choose one only)

Attend a sports event 
(e.g. soccer match)

Go out to the pub/
shebeen 

Watch movies / TV / 
listen to music

See a play or attend 
some other arts and 

culture event

1 2 3 4

8.  How important are arts and culture for South Africa in general? Please rate on a scale of 1 
(unimportant) to 3 (important)

Unimportant Neutral Important

1 2 3

9. Look at the following statements and indicate whether you agree or not?

Agree Disagree

Arts and culture are boring. A waste of my time and money. 1 2

Arts and culture help bring people from different racial backgrounds 
together (Nation-building)

1 2

Although Arts and Culture are important, they are not as important to me 
as making money and having a good job

1 2

Arts and culture are only for the rich people in society 1 2

Arts and cultural activities improve you as a person 1 2

Arts and culture are only important for people with lots of spare time on 
their hands

1 2

10. Do you buy any of the following?

Every month
At least once 

a year

Books (not magazines) 1 2

Magazines (not books) 1 2

CDs / music 1 2

DVDs 1 2

Arts and crafts (e.g. weaving, pottery) 1 2

Paintings 1 2

Video or computer games (e.g. PlayStation) 1 2

11.  Some people choose NOT to attend arts and culture events. In your opinion, what is the 
ONE most important reason why they don’t attend.

People have more important things to do with their time 1

People don’t have transport 2

Most arts and culture events are too expensive for ordinary people to attend 3

Most arts and culture events are not held in their home language. 4

There is not much going on in my area 5

Arts and culture events are only for educated people 6

Arts and culture are not relevant to our everyday lives 7

12. Do you have any of the following facilities in the community where you live?

Yes No

Bookshops 1 2

Community arts centre 1 2

Art galleries 1 2

Community hall or theatre. 1 2

13.  Think about arts and culture events you have attended. Were these held in your 
home language?

Yes No

1 2
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PUBLICITY

14.  Do you think there is enough publicity available in your area about arts and 
culture events?

Yes No

1 2

15.  If there are arts and cultural activities in your area, how do you mainly hear about them?  
(Choose ONE only)

Newspaper 1

Radio 2

TV 3

Friends / word of mouth 4

Public advertisements – billboards, notices handed around 5

Electronically – email / internet, SMS, cell phone 6

LOOKING FORWARD

Think about yourself now, compared to a year ago:

16. Would you say you are becoming more involved in arts and culture activities?

Yes No Don’t know

1 2 3

17.  If your answer is “Yes”, why do you think you are becoming more involved?  
Choose one of the following:

More publicity. I hear more about these activities than in the past 1

I am influenced by friends and family 2

More arts and culture activities are held in my area 3

18.  If the government wants to support arts and culture, do you think they should spend 
money on?

Improving facilities (e.g. 
halls, theatres)

Improving publicity and 
communication about 

events

Improve training 
programmes for people 
wanting to get into arts 

and culture

Help lower the cost of 
tickets

1 2 3 4

Thank you!



• Department of Arts & Culture (Pretoria)

• Provincial Departments of Arts & Culture

• Municipal Department of Arts and Culture

• Provincial Arts and Culture Councils

• National Department of Education

• Business Arts South Africa (BASA)

•  Creative Industries Department of 

Gauteng Provincial Government

• FUBA School of Arts and Drama

• Gallo Records

• MAPPPSETA

• Museum of Cultural History (Pretoria)

• Ngezandla Zethu

• Out-of-the-Box

• The Parlotones 

• Post Office Theatre (Boksburg) 

• Sibikwa 

• Springs Civic Theatre 

• State Theatre

• Talking Beads

• With Our Hands 

• Vodacom

• Vincent Baxter

• Ismail Carr

• David Christer

• Lisa Combrinck

• Nancy Durrant, 

• Neil Fischer,

• Joseph Gaylard

• Phylis Klotz

• Tembeka Nkamba van Wyk 

• Ed Potton, 

• Robin Rhodes

• Nina Venjakob

• Ben Voss

A P P E N D I X  T W O :  A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

The following organisations and individuals made a significant contribution to the research project:
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